Anaheim Hills Golf Club Local Course Rules
1. Ball Deflected by Power Line: If it is known or virtually certain that a player’s ball hit a power line (or
tower or a wire or pole supporting a power line) during the play of holes #2, 5, 12 or 13, the stroke does
not count. The player must play a ball without penalty from where the previous stroke was made (Ref.
Rule 14.6 for drop procedure).
2. Immovable Obstructions: During play of Hole 16, if the fence protecting the weather station is on the
player’s line of play, the player may take free relief by dropping a ball in and playing it from the dropping
zone at the nearest point of relief. Relief is allowed only if the ball is in play nearer the hole than where
the dropping zone is located (see Rule 14.3).
3. Decorative Areas (No Play Zones): Relief granted to protect decorative, planted areas as these are
deemed to be a no play zone treated as ground under repair. These are deemed to exist to the left of
#9 green and to the right side of #15 fairway. Players must proceed under Rule 16.1f.
4. Environmentally Sensitive Areas: Areas marked by red stakes with green tops are deemed an
environmentally sensitive penalty area. Players are not allowed to enter these areas for any reason
(including playing or retrieving their golf ball). Proceed under the options available per Rule 17.1d
(Diagram "A"), incurring a one stroke penalty.
5. “Preferred Lies” and “Winter Rules” - When a player’s ball lies in a part of the general area cut to
fairway height or less, the player may take free relief once by placing the original ball or another ball
within 6 inches of the reference point and playing it from this relief area (Reference Point = spot of the
original ball). The relief area must not be nearer the hole than the reference point and must be in the
general area. This rule shall be placed in affect by the Tournaments Committee during the day of play,
when warranted.

Anaheim Hills Golf Club Tournament Rules
1. Play from the Anaheim Hills Golf Course markers, unless instructed otherwise
2. Posting of all rounds shall be as indicated on the tournament write-up sheet
3. Immediately upon completion of a round, turn signed and attested score cards in to the check-in
counter
4. You are required to putt out in all tournaments, except during match play when your opponent
concedes the putt or best ball tournaments when you concede your ball

